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Awareness & ignorance

Dear Members,

If we don’t remain ignorant in any business we conduct then surely the results are always positive
because awareness is there. When we created the astro cycle theory for the market, and our goal was
to give awareness of the future coming time to investors so that investors can take decisions. The Sun
plays the most powerful role in bringing awareness and Saturn make people ignorant. The Sun
represents light and soul, and Saturn plays the role of the judge.

Light (Sun represents light in Vedic astrology) always guides us in the darkness, so awareness always
give us better judgment of good and bad. Awareness also give us cautiousness and stops us from
flowing anything blindly. The financial market is the most unpredictable market and the people who
keep awareness always became successful traders, however still having a glimpse of the future coming
time plays an important role. If the FED knew about the 2008 crash then they would have been able
to save thousands of people from bankruptcy, and thousands of people wouldn’t have lost their
homes and millions wouldn’t have lost their jobs. The future is hidden, and to get a glimpse of the
future is very exciting, and who can know this better than me? I try my best to see into the future
every single day, and when I am wrong I try to read the astro cycles again to see why I went wrong. So
far in the last thirty years the astro cycle has guided us 100% accurately with the longer term trend.

The Astro subject is the most unique subject and combining the planetary movements’ impact with
financial instruments is a very challenging job, but it is also a very interesting one because the trend
of the future is hidden. We were aware well in advance that the Tech bubble will be bursting in early
2000 but still the ignorance of many people made them lose everything. In 2007 we were warning
people about the housing bubble bursting, stocks and commodities crashing but no one wanted to
listen because of ignorance. Ignorance forced us to believe that everything is already done and nothing
new will happen; we start feeling that we know more than the world; we start feeling like we were
superior; we start losing humbleness and we started losing ourselves in self-created thoughts.
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Many of our members have been subscribing to our services for decades, and many of them are more
educated than me; most of them understand the market better than me; many have been in the
market for a longer period than me; and
many are far more wealthy then me, but
they always try to understand our message
because their experience says that our
advice provided them with a clear picture.

Look at the recent example of the rising
trend in the market from 21 May and fall in
metals, both of which we have been
predicting for the last three months in our
letter, our book and in a Kitco interview.

I always write about my past predictions
because there is 100% truth hidden in this
astro subject otherwise how were we able to predict all the major trends well in advance. If I am
predicting something a day or a week in advance then you can understand that I may be reading the
technical charts and guiding you according to them, but we know that this is not the case because
many times we predict things a few years in advance; and sometimes we even provide the dates.

There is a reason behind talking about all of this and that is that we would like you to become
successful in the market and if you are successful then you may be able to bring some changes around
you, to your community and the country that you live in. Once again I would like to say that the poor
hate the rich but the truth is that the poor always desire to become rich.

Don’t think that I am giving too much importance to money, yes I do think that money is important
but my way of looking at it is that with money you can help many. Yes, surely money has good and
bad energy but which energy you adopt is up to you.

The Markets are in the most powerful trend, analysts and economists have to change their way of
looking at the market and astro indicators are showing us that this Saturn 100% disagree’s with the
current valuations. In brief I would like to advise you to not go against the the market; don’t short it
at this stage or until the astro cycle turns negative. Forget about the numbers and the prices because
until the astro cycle remains positive these numbers will make people go crazy because they will be
beyond normal numbers. In the astro chart it is showing clearly that the value of leading stocks and
S&P should at least double from here. In 2001/2 many people told me that I am a mad man or a crazy
person when I predicted that gold will reach 1800, silver $50, oil $100 and euro 1.40. They said that I
don’t understand the economy and that these figure are impossible to achieve. They achieved all these
numbers and I am sure that what I see for the market may also get achieved in the coming time.

Lest see what this week indicates for all major markets, here is this week’s weekly newsletter from
2-6 June 2014:
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GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

Last week most of the metals traded as predicted. Gold and
silver fell sharply towards lows but palladium held value very
well as predicted. Metal stocks also fell, and HUI made four
months lows. Though in our letter we always talk about the
weekly trend we also guide on how the overall trend will
remain and since the last three months we have been clearly
guiding that Gold would have difficulty breaking $1323 and
$1307 and on the down side $1182 if its breaks $1273.

Last week gold started falling as predicted after 20 May. It took away the $1273 level easily and made
a low of $1241 June contract. Silver was also following gold during last week but comparatively it
traded stable early in the week. Palladium traded positively but the rest of the metals like copper,
platinum and Nickel also started giving up gains as predicted. There is no doubt that the astro cycle
guided us very well on metals trend.

If you would like you to watch our Kitco interview one more time it is on our website. In the interview,
which was in February we predicted that there would be a sharp fall in gold from 17 to 29 May.

This week precious and base metals will remain in a tight range without any major move but if precious
metals trade weaker on Wednesday and Thursday it will surely be very negative news for gold and
silver. These are two very positive days for metals and metals should trade positive on both of these
days.

On Monday and Tuesday base metals will trade on both sides to a bit negative, and precious metals
will trade mixed to a bit weaker, but the down side will remain very limited.

On Friday also a positive trend is indicating in the Asian markets but gold will lose value in the second
half of the day.

During this week metal stocks will trade positive compared precious and base metals.

Overall the astro cycle is not positive so no positioning trade is recommended yet so wait for our
buying recommendations which is still away for at least a few months.

Short term traders should trade in and out as per the mentioned daily ranges in the flashnews. On the
down side gold may hold $1133 at this stage and the major support is at $1182. Silver will follow gold.

Copper and other base metals will trade mixed to negative on Monday and Tuesday. During the rest
of the week base metals trend will remain mixed.

GLL and DUST must have done very well for you, and one can book 70% profit in DUST and 30% GLL.

Here is Monday’s range: (July 2014 contract):

GOLD: $1257.10 to $1243.20
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SILVER: $19.01 TO $18.65

COPPER: $315.50 TO $310.20

PALLADIUM: $843.90 TO $831.00

PLATINUM: $1463.00 TO $1442.10

INDEXES

Last week S&P and Dow made an all-time high. NASDAQ
and Russell also went higher but both of these indexes
were still not able to cross the previous high. The
emerging market traded negatively as predicted and the
European market remained in a mixed direction. DAX is
very close to crossing 10000, and we are hopeful that it
will do it during this week.

Many leading stocks like Apple, Microsoft, Intel, Cisco and
Netflix gained handsomely during this week. Our strategy remained very simple, buy around the lower
ranges and hold your positions. Keep adding call options on any weakness in indexes.

During the next six months we will see banking and financial stocks making new highs and keep moving
higher in the second half of 2014. Tech stocks will be making highs in patches as per the astro cycle
movement because tech is supported by Mars and Mars plays an aggressive short term rise and fall
role. Mars also represents Biotech and we will experience the same kind of volatility in Biotech stocks.

Saturn will still keep supporting leading companies so hold the hand of leading companies and keep
adding them in your portfolio. At this stage the astro cycle is positive for this week. Books some profit
on Friday because next Monday I would like to watch the markets trend.

This week from Monday to Friday the markets will keep moving higher so keep buying around the
lower side ranges on a daily (Short Term) basis and we are sure you will make good profit.

We are still recommending avoiding any new buying in the emerging markets. The higher side will
remain limited in the South African, Indian, Chinese, Hong Kong, and Brazil but the down side will also
remain limited so any new trade's should be avoided in these markets or ETF’s of these markets.

DAX, FTSE and CAC will keep trading sideways to positive during this week. We recommend booking
profit on Friday.

Also book profit in Greek, and Spanish market during this week.

Traders will be watching EU decisions and Employment number closing during this week. Both these
news may impact the market heavily. Last month Mr. Draghi already indicated that he will take actions
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and may cut the interest rate which may support the market, but if he fails to cut the rates then EU
markets will have a free fall because the expectations have already built up very high. We should be
buying on any sharp corrections.

We see a good number for the Job data so one can hold positions and any sharp rise should be taken
as a profit booking opportunity. S&P may struggle to cross 1955 so watch this level closely at this stage.
Overall, by the end of this year S&P can easily move towards $2135 to $2175. Follow S&P closely as
S&P will give directions to the world equity market. At this stage we recommend booking profit on
Friday.

On Monday and Tuesday globally the markets will trade on both sides. From Mid Wednesday a rising
trend will start in the Asian market and this rising trend will continue until Friday. US and European
equity markets should make an all time news high during this week. Many of our favorite stocks will
keep making new highs. Follow our weekly report very closely.

Here are Mondays’ ranges: (June contracts)

AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 5487 to 5455

NIKKEI (June) – 14759 TO 14630

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 7270 to 7145

SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3314 TO 3288

HONG KONG (cash) – 23159 to 22943

CAC – 4530 TO 4481

DAX – 9995 TO 9905

DEX EURO STOXX – 3254 - 3225

FTSE – 6870 TO 6803

FTSE/JSE – 44732 to 44505

S&P – 1927.75 TO 1917.25

NASDAQ – 3747.50 TO 3715.25

RUSSELL – 1139.90 TO 1126.90

DOW – 16745 TO 16641
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Thanks & God Bless,

Mahendra Sharma,

1 June 2014, 3.00 PM Santa Barbara

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


